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DAMAGES Score 10 = x/100 Commentary on first drafts; DAMAGES+ feedback for revisions 100 100 100

9714932 7 87 Has to shift to a more unbiased tone; plenty of solid details, but needs a stronger focus overall
2001811 7 87 Smart consideration of Jack the Ripper and other influences; can improve arrangement

12004 5+ 77 Second paragraph needs to be developed with more detail; first paragraph is adequate
9717713 5 75 Needs to focus on one or two topics and develop the details that are here; has potential

500001112 5 75 Mostly plot summary; needs to cut out the subjective stuff (the opinion) and focus on exposition
9716903 5 75 Needs to develop the last idea re: Harry Potter; could add more detail re: military
9717854 5 75 Lacks focus overall; needs to take the list of details here and develop one or two fully

12079 5 75 Two ideas that need to be developed and arranged more clearly—or choose one and fully develop
9717651 5 75 Needs either to develop Victorian Era section or drop it; too much plot summary
9717673 5 75 Adequate details taken from research; needs a focus and stronger paragraphing to avoid listing
9717738 5 74 Just a list of information—must be rewritten in paragraphs, but has strong details to work with

2000284 5 74 Lists ideas without developing them; needs to add detail and paragraphs
12064 5 74 Needs to leave out idea of corruption and focus on miltiary application or plot

2004613 5 74 First section is interesting but lacks detail and specifics; develop the idea of "unlikeable"
40000311 5- 72 Too brief overall, and only concerned with plot—and the "evil things" bit requires development
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9717601 7 87 Tons of detail, but needs to be arranged in clear, focused paragraphs; remove subjective language
2004277 6 82 Each paragraph needs more detail, and they need transitional language connecting them
9716893 6 82 Needs a stronger focus and less subjective language; also needs stronger arrangement
9718405 6- 80 Clarity helps, but not enough development of each idea; requires more detail and arrangement
2000609 5+ 77 Needs more development of ideas—and needs less plot summary, too
9717742 5+ 77 Too much plot summary, and the last two paragraphs need rearrangement; develop paragraph 1
9717878 5+ 77 Inaccurate re: publication; requires more detail re: research into possibility of invisibility
9717508 5 75 Too much opinion for expository writing; must include more research and detail from the list
9717767 5 75 Needs much more than the one sentence about reviews; do more research and develop the idea
2001763 5 75 The opinion ("He most likely…") needs to be cut; requires more development of other ideas
2004273 5 75 Needs to cut opinion; needs more specifics and far more development of ideas

11629 5 74 Too general in discussing reviews—needs detail and development; cut the last two sentences
9714016 5 74 Disjointed list—choose one or two ideas to focus on, and then develop those with specifics
9714549 5- 72 Sentence three contradicts itself; missing specifics and development; needs more research

500000070 4 67 Only plot summary, and far too brief; more research is required
9717558 4 67 Inaccurate regarding race, plot, and time period; needs accurate research and more specifics
9717745 4 67 Ideas like "very odd" aren't developed; too brief and largely about plot; needs more research
9717917 4 67 Confuses the book with Invisible Man ; grammar errors; needs an entire rewrite
2000441 3 62 Very brief, disjointed details; needs development of each idea and more research

500001428 2 57 Three sentences of plot summary from our discussion in class; needs much more research
9714013 2 57 No research completed; must be written from scratch
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